
 
SASO Blue and Gold Meet-Sept 20 

Volunteer Positions 
 

We look forward to seeing everyone at the Blue and Gold meet.  This will be a fun event for all 
participating.  
 
Our first Blue and Gold meet will include all swimmers on the team.  This is an opportunity for 
swimmers to get to know others on the team as well as participate in early season racing.  We 
will run this meet as an official USA swimming “sanctioned” meet, so the times will be official 
times. 
 
To be able to host meets, we rely on volunteers to fill a variety of positions at the meet.  This is 
a smaller meet, so the number of officials needed are not nearly as many as a larger hosted 
meet. 
 
Parents of swimmers participating should plan to fill one of the positions/shifts below.  Parents 
of any Intro to Otter swimmers (without other swimmers attending) are not being asked  to 
volunteer at this meet, however, any help is appreciated. 
 
This meet is an opportunity for new swimmers and parents to “learn the ropes.”  In addition, it is 
an opportunity for all parents to support their swimmers and SASO swimming. 
 
USA swim meets do not include a “Clerk of Course” or “Marshall Area”....swimmers go directly 
to the blocks for their swims based on their posted heats and lanes.  This will be a pre-seeded 
meet, so swimmers will know their heats and lanes prior to the meet.  Senior swimmers will be 
available to assist any new swimmers.  
 
Volunteer positions and shifts will be posted on the event page on our website.  To sign-up, you 
will need to log into your Team Unify account and go to the event page.  Click on “Job Sign-up” 
 
Volunteer Positions-Longer Shifts 
These positions will work for the duration of the meet.  These positions can be filled by 
contacting the BOD to be added to the See Otters Volunteer list, which can be found on our 
website.  Volunteers who work in these positions receive Leadership points.  
 
Note that these points are specific to the Solano College/Kroc sites. 
 
4:00-7:00 pm 
 



 
 
Meet Director Ricky Silva 
Will oversee the overall operations of the meet, from setup to take down.  Create the meet sheet 
and info as well as submit a meet report to SASO and Sierra Nevada swimming.  Troubleshoot 
in any areas as needed the day of the meet. 
 
Colorado Operator Robert Molina 
This position operates the Colorado timing system.  The colorado operator is responsible for 
setting up and taking down the Colorado.  
 
Computer Operator Jackylou Terciano 
This position operates the meet management software on the team laptop.  Must have 
experience using meet manager.  The computer operator is responsible for setting up and 
taking down the meet computer and printer. 
 
Head Ref Jorge Merodio 
The Head Ref oversees the officiating at the meet.  The Head Ref works with the coaches in the 
event of questions about USA swimming rules or dq’s.  Oversees the meet operation to ensure 
that is runs in a safe, timely manner. 
 
Head Starter Wayne McIntosh 
The Head Starter oversees the starting for the meet, using the Colorado starter.  The Head 
Starter should be familiar with setting up and taking down the starting equipment. 
 
Admin Official Mel Pracale-Tellechea 
Will oversee the administrative side of the meet meet for the officials (verify times, dq’s, etc.) 
Works closely with Head Ref and Computer Operator.  Must be certified as a USA swimming 
AO official. 
 
Runner Open 
This position works with the computer operator to post results, collect backup timer paperwork 
and assist with any desk work 
 
Deck Officials (up to 4 officials needed.) Open 
Deck officials work on the deck to ensure to enforce USA swimming rules for strokes, starts and 
turns.  Must be certified as a USA swimming official. 
 
Positions Broken Into Shifts 
These positions will be broken into 45 minute shifts for this Blue and Gold meet.  Parents will be 
able to sign up for these shifts starting on September 13. 
 
 



 
The shifts for this meet will be the following: 
 

4:45-5:30 5:30-6:15 6:15-7:00 
 
 
 
 
Head Timer (1 per shift) Open 
This position will operate backup watches for the lane timers in case one of their watches 
malfunctions. 
 
Lane Timers  (16 per shift) Open 
These positions time using provided equipment (buttons and stopwatch.)  The stopwatch time is 
written on a timing sheet following each swim to use as a backup time.  The buttons provide 
times to the colorado system.  
 
Marshall (1 per shift) Open 
This position will oversee the warmup area during the meet to ensure the safety of the 
swimmers.  The coaches are not able to watch the warmup area during the meet as they are 
focused on the races. 
 
Pizza and Drinks (3 per shift) Open 6:15-7:00 pm shift only 
This position will pick up the pizza curbside (will be pre-ordered and delivered) and distribute 
pizza and drinks.  This position will setup and put away any tables or other equipment used. 
 
 
 
 


